
Aurate struture determination for GaAsusing Pendell�osung osillationM. M�ohle, J. Stahn and U. PietshInstitute of Solid State Physis, University of Potsdam,D - 14415 Potsdam, GermanyAbstratThe sets of X-ray struture amplitudes for GaAs published by Matsushita and Hayashi1 and by Pietsh2are ompleted by highly preise data reorded between 0:50�A�1 < sin�� < 1:35 �A�1. For the strong re-etions the required auray of �F=F � 1% was realized by the use of Pendell�osung measurements. At� = 0:30�A the integral intensities were reorded as a funtion of the e�etive thikness from a 500 �m thikGaAs wafer. Additionally, several weak reetions were determined from the integral intensities within thekinemati limit at at � = 0:56�A and 0:71 �A. Both experiments required synhrotron radiation. From ourdata we determined the individual temperature fators for gallium and arseni and applied them for thealulation of the valene harge density map.1 IntrodutionThe most harateristi feature of the valene harge density of GaAs is a harge density maximum betweennext neighbours slightly shifted towards the arseni atom. This is explained by the overlap of bonding orbitalsand the harge transfer between nearest neighbours. As shown reently,3 only a few of the harge density mapsalulated from di�erent data sets of X-ray struture amplitudes, FH , published till now, are in qualitativeagreement with this theoretial predition. A smooth density map is only obtained using the data of Matsushitaand Hayashi [1℄ ompleted by the weak reetions measured by Pietsh [2℄.Unfortunately, a separation of the inuene of atomi thermal vibrations and bond harge is diÆult, be-ause the FH are only available up to sin�� < 0:64�A�1. Therefore additional data for higher sin�� had tobe reorded. The required auray of �F=F � 1% an only be realized performing sattering experimentssatisfying unambinguously either the dynamial or the kinemati theory.Beause of the proximity of gallium to arseni in the periodi table the zinblende struture rystal GaAsexhibits Bragg reetions of very di�erent sattering power. For small sin�� the FH of the lass h+ k + l = 4nand 4n�1 are about 100. Then the extintion length rules the integral intensites. Using onventional tehniquesof struture analysis they are strongly a�eted by seondary extintion whih prevents the determination ofpreise FH . To overome this problem dynamial X-ray experiments have been realized like Pendell�osung4 anddynamial half-widths measurements [1℄. On the other hand the lass h+ k + l = 4n+ 2 Bragg reetions areweak (FH < 10). Their integral intensities are ontrolled solely by the absorption length. This justi�es the useof onventional tehniques taking are that the Umweganregung an be ruled out.In this work we present Pendell�osung measurements for strong FH and onventional ones for weak FH inorder to omplete the up to now best data by high order reetions. From our data we determined the individualtemperature fators for gallium and arseni (setion 3) and applied them for the alulation of the valene hargedensity map (4).2 ExperimentOur experiments were performed at the four-irle di�ratometer of the D3 beamline at HASYLAB. Using aSi(111) double-rystal-monohromator the energy resolution of the inident beam was better than �E=E =10�4. Pendell�osung measurements were performed for several reetions between 0:50�A�1 < sin�� < 1:01�A�1using GaAs plates with a thikness of about 500�m oriented along [110℄ and [100℄, respetively. Using the1T. Matsushita, J. Hayashi, phys. stat. sol. (a) 41, 139 (1977).2U. Pietsh, phys.stat.sol. (b) 103, 93 (1981).3U. Pietsh, N.K. Hansen, Ata Cryst. B, (1996) submitted.4K. Kobayshi, T. Takama, S. Sato, Jap. Jour. Appl. Phys. 27, 1377 (1988).1



Table 1: Real and imaginary parts ofF 0H and F 00H evaluated by Pendell�osungand their omparison with F0 alu-lated from the spherial model and us-ing the temperature fator given in se-tion 3.
hkl sin�� F 0H F 00H F 00 F 0004 4 0 0.500 112.55 3.22 112.12 2.576 2 0 0.559 97.45 3.17 98.15 2.474 4 4 0.613 86.33 2.65 86.61 2.385 5 3 0.679 52.57 1.78 52.53 1.618 0 0 0.708 68.81 2.85 69.39 2.216 6 0 0.751 62.62 2.50 62.69 2.126 6 4 0.830 51.99 2.16 51.92 1.968 8 0 1.010 35.64 2.08 35.40 1.62symmetrial Laue-ase we reorded the integral intensities as a funtion of the e�etive thikness rotating thewafer by disrete angular steps � around the normal of the reeting lattie plane. The wavelength � = 0:3�Awas hosen in order to redue absorption. The temperature was 297 � 1K. The spot size on the sample wasabout 1mm2. Aording to Kato5 the integral intensity R for the symmetri ase osillates likeR = �2 ����FHF �H ���� e ��tos� os � � jBj Z 1�1 ���J0 �Bp1� x2����2 dx (1)with B = reV t�pFHF �Hos� os� (2)in whih R depends on the produt � �FH � t. The Pendell�osung of several reetions are shown in �g. 1 reordedbetween �60Æ < � < +60Æ. The osillation behaviour appeared only on sample areas whih were free ofdisloations. Owing to the epd � 500 m�2 the number of useable reetions was limited. The evaluated FHare shown in table 1 obtained via least square �t of eqn. (1) at the urves shown in �g. 1. The thikness t wasdetermined using a ontat method with an auray of about 0:2%.Additionally, FH of several weak reetions were determined between 0:25�A�1 < sin�� < 1:35�A�1 olletingthe integral intensities in Bragg-ase geometry. Performing 	-sans around the normal of the reeting lattie5N. Kato, J. Appl. Phys. 39, 2225 (1968).

Figure 1: Several urvesdisplaying Pendell�osung.For larity they are verti-ally shifted. 2



Table 2: Measured weak reetionsat � = 0:56�A, being proportional tos � Fmeas , after extintion orretions � Fext and after saling and orretionfor dispersion FH and their omparisonwith F0 (spherial model ) using thetemperature fators highlighted in se-tion 3. s is a sale fator.

hkl sin�� s � Fmeas s � Fext FH F02 2 2 0.306 62.7 63.9 5.32 5.54�2 2 2 0.306 70.7 72.0 6.00 5.544 2 0 0.395 75.3 77.1 6.41 6.404 4 2 0.531 80.4 83.2 6.91 6.876 0 0 0.531 81.1 82.5 6.85 6.876 2 2 0.586 79.4 81.4 6.75 6.696 4 0 0.638 74.5 76.2 6.31 6.386 4 4 0.729 66.4 67.7 5.58 5.618 2 0 0.729 66.4 67.7 5.58 5.616 6 2 0.771 61.0 62.0 5.10 5.228 4 2 0.810 58.0 58.9 4.83 4.858 6 0 0.884 50.6 51.2 4.17 4.208 6 4 0.952 44.5 45.0 3.72 3.6410 4 0 0.952 44.7 45.2 3.73 3.668 8 2 1.016 40.1 40.5 3.34 3.2510 6 2 1.046 37.9 38.2 3.16 3.068 8 6 1.132 33.2 33.5 2.77 2.6510 8 0 1.132 33.0 33.3 2.75 2.6310 6 6 1.160 31.9 32.1 2.66 2.5410 8 4 1.186 31.0 31.2 2.58 2.4610 10 2 1.263 27.9 28.1 2.32 2.2010 10 6 1.358 25.1 25.2 2.09 1.96plane we found several angular regions whih were free from Umweganregung. The measurements were madeat two di�erent wavelengths, namely � = 0:56�A and 0:71�A. Due to absorption the rystal thikness ould betreated as semi-in�nite. In order to hek the validity of the kinemati theory the measured intensities wereorreted for seondary extintion (see olumn 2 in table 2). The maximum orretion did not exeed 2%.Exept of 222 and �222 the FH whih are orreted by dispersion and evaluated FH are very lose to the valuesalulated from the spherial model (see setion 3). Generally, the auray of our data is higher than publishedup to now.6 7 83 Determination of temperature fatorsThere is some disagreement among the individual temperature fators published till now. Our data are aurateenough to verify these values. We used only FH with sin�� > 0:5�A�1 so that bonding e�ets do not have to beonsidered. Two di�erent �tting proedures were applied. First, we made a �t viaFH = 4 hfGae�BGa( sin�� )2 � fAse�BAs( sin�� )2i (3)using the free atomi sattering fators fGa and fAs from the International Tables9. For weak reetions Fw(negative sign in eqn. (3)) this yields the linear dependene BGa = 1:2 � BAs � 0:007. Fitting the values for theseven strong reetions given in table 1, Fs (plus sign), we obtain BGa = �1:2 �BAs + 1:34. Both lines ross ata point orresponding to BGa = 0:667�A2 and BAs = 0:561�A2 (293K).A seond proedure onsists in plotting � ln(Fs + Fw)=8fAs and � ln(Fs � Fw)=8fGa against ( sin�� )2 whihfollows simply from eqn. 3. The slopes of both Wilson plots give BGa = 0:653�A2 and BAs = 0:549�A2 (293K).They are about 2% smaller ompared with the results of the �rst proedure. Our temperature fators areslightly smaller ompared with those published by Levalois & Allais [6℄ but they verify our formerly appliedvalues [3℄.6M. Levalois, G. Allais, Ata Cryst. B 42, 442 (1986);7R. Saravanan, S.K. Mohanlal, K. S. Chandrasekaran, Ata Cryst. A 48, 4 (1992);8A.W. Stevenson, Ata Cryst. A 50, 621 (1994).9International Tables for Crystallography Vol.C, (1995) A. J.C. Wilson, Editor; Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Dordreht.
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Figure 2: Valene harge density mapalulated by use of our data and thosegiven by [1℄ and [2℄. The ontour linesare spaed by 0.054 e/�A3.
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4 Calulation of the valene harge density and disussionThe data published by Matsushita et al. [1℄ and Pietsh [2℄ were ompleted by the values presented in tables 1and 2. Now, the data set ontains 16 strong/medium and 17 weak reetions having an individual auraybetter than 1%. We orreted the FH by dispersion using a proedure desribed in [3℄ and applying thehighlighted BGa and BAs given above. The valene harge density map was alulated via Fourier summationof struture fator di�erenes �F = FHe�i� � Foree�i� (4)The FH are the experimental data, the Fore are alulated ones using the ore sattering fators published in[9℄. The sattering phases � are obtained using the model of spherial atoms whereas � was obtained applyinga bond harge model given in [2℄. In pratie, � and � di�er only for 111, 222, and 442. The alulated map isshown in �g. 2. The density maximum is slightly shifted towards the arseni atom and the bond harge is shapedasymmetrial. This is in agreement with theoretial preditions based on pseudopotential and density funtionalalulations. Our density maximum of 0:67 e=�A3 is in fairly good agreement with that given by Chelikowsky &Cohen (0:70 e=�A3)10. A detailed omparison between experimental and theoretial density maps reveals severaldisrepanies. These onern the negative ontours lose to ( 12 12 12 ) in our map and regions lose to the atomisites.However, the omparison of experimental and theoretial FH displays additional disagreements. To realizethat the theoretial data alulated by using the LAPW-DF method11 were multiplied by an overall Debye-Waller fator, whih di�er for strong/medium and weak reetions (see the proedure given setion 3). Espeiallyfor small sin�� the theoretial data are loser to the spherial model than to the experimental values. Thisdisrepany has to be understud by further theoreti studies.5 AknowledgementsThe authors thank K. Eihhorn and H.-G. Krane (HASYLAB) for experimental assistene, P. Blaha (Wien) forsupplying the theoretial FH and N.K. Hansen (Nany) for drawing the density map. This work was supportedby the BMBF (grant 05 647IPA) and the European Community (grant CHRX-CT93-0155).10J.C. Chelikowski, M.L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 14, 556 (1976).11P. Blaha, K. Shwarz, P. I. Sorantin, S. B. Trikey, Comput. Phys. Commun. 59, 399 (1990).4
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